motivation
Since the invention of industrial design - the
business of determining the form of objects
which are to be made by machines, rather than
produced by hand - everything goes much faster
and therefore the attention for the makingprocess is less important and direct. This
mass-production is at the expense of human
lives, environment, and health. Hardly any
design-process or making-process is given the
attention it needs to be fully aware of the
social, environmental and economic context in
which it takes place.
capitalism is the malefactor of the fashion
industry, whereby profits are sought at the
price of human dignity, while if we were all
to look closer in our hearts we would know
that money is not the most important thing in
life.
I want to look closer at what gives value
to a process/final product, and what really
is important for us human beings. I want to
make people aware of the fact that we are
all hypocrits in taking part in this modern
consumer society, but that we definitely do
have a choice, even if it’s a little step in
the right direction.After all we cannot save
the world and change the whole industry at
once, every step may just be a drop in the
ocean, but what is an ocean but a multitude of
drops?
So why not start with ourselves and our close
surroundings?
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intro
There are over 7 billion people on this planet.
If you count one number a second without
stopping until you reach a billion, you’d be
counting for 31 years, 259 days, 1 hours, 46
minutes, and 40 seconds. That’s how much a
billion is.
If each person owned only one pair of pants,
one shirt, and one jacket, that would be 21
billion articles of clothing. If you were to
count each of those, one per second, it would
take nearly 672 years. And it’s safe to assume
that many of us own more than three items of
apparel.
Given that there are so many of us, and clothes
are one of the three basic needs, along with
food and shelter, the statistics surrounding
the textile and fashion industry are nothing
short of staggering.
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intro
According to the World Wildlife Fund’s 2012
Living Planet Report, 40 percent of the
world’s population live in river basin areas
that experience droughts and severe water
scarcity at least one month per year. For
instance.......................... That may
have something to do with the fact that the
average T-shirt takes seven hundred gallons of
water to produce.
A lot of places in the world struggle with the
waste of production from the fashionindustry.
Heavy chemicals, like chromium oxide, pollute
local farming and even drinking water. Far from
the eyes of the world, major western brands are
able to source cheap material while avoiding
all responsibility for human health and
environment.
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intro
The effect of heavy chemicals in local
watersources is shocking. It causes
skindiseases, lepra, cancer and so on.
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intro

do you want to be a
part of this?

intro
In the year of 2013 i went to Documenta in
Kassel and stumbled upon an artwork of István
Csákány. The artwork consisted out of two
seperate parts, one wooden static sweatshop and
one part with agressive dolls in nicely made
suits. This artwork represents what is going on
in the fashionindustry and poignantly shows the
injustice between western society and the rest
of the world.
Csákány (1978, Sepsiszentgyörgy, Romanina
/ lives in Budapest) makes art that is a
reflection of social transformations. More
particularly, his work can be described as a
criticism of the persistent modernist desire/
search for efficiency and profitability. Partly
based on his personal experience of the lives
of manual workers and builders, he investigates
various notions of labour in his artistic
oeuvre, which are related to craftsmanship and
industry, as well as to artistry. Through the
figure of the worker, who is either absent or
modelled on the artist himself, he refers to
the end game of modernity and to empty spaces
and new constellations that may possibly be
activated in the near future.

intro
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http://artycok.tv/lang/
en-us/16155/istvan-csakany-at-documenta-13

idealism
Slow fashion
As opposed to the model of production of the
modern consumer society, slow fashion seeks to
pay more attention to the process of creation.
Particularly, it does so with an awareness of
the ecological,
environmental and social impacts of these
processes.
Slow fashion can be practiced in a number of
different ways. Some people try to only buy
second-hand clothing, thus
avoiding contributing to excessive waste in
the fashion industry. Others buy only natural
fibres such as cotton and
animal skins, which produces organic, and thus
biodegradable, waste. Others still criticise
the use of natural fibres which often require
the use of pesticides and other chemicals that
are harmful
for the environment.
Apart from being a consumer-based idea, slow
fashion can also be practiced by designers
themselves. This is also done in a
number of different ways, including ethically
sources fibres and textiles, keeping the
making- and production process local
(with a local workforce - some corporations
go so far as to ‘import’ cheap workforces) as
opposed to outsourcing to low-income countries.
Another (thing) would be to make collections
not limited to seasons, but useful for the
whole year, and without having to rush
collections to be finished in time for the next
fashion week of the season.
Slow fashion can also be practiced even earlier
along in the production chain. In using fewer
chemicals to grow cotton, farmers can also
participate in a more conscious fashion
production. There are however a lot of problems
related to this, particularly in
poor communities but also more generally, where
farmers experience pressure to opt for the more
expensive, though environmentally
viable, plant strains, and methods. For example
Monsanto has the monopolie on the seeds of the
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Bt cotton, wich is a
special genetically manipulated kind of cotton
that is inaffective against plant bugs and
cotton pests etc. So all the
farmers have to buy this expensive seeds from
Monsanto (17000 percent more expensive) wich
leeds to enormous debts.
(STORY OF COTTON INDUSTRY SEEDS- true cost)
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idealism
arts and crafts movement
Arguably slow fashion finds
its historic precedent
in the Arts and Crafts
movement. This was founded
in the 18th century by
William Morris
(1834-1896) and was inspired
by the writer and artist
John Ruskin (1819-1900), who
according to David Gauntlett
in Making is Connecting,
yearned for the “past
because of an attachement to
the values of communities,
local-level organice
production,
care for the environment,
and valuing all workers
rather than treating them
as parts in a machine” (pg.
26). It is not
hard to make the connection
from this man to Slow
Fashion today.
The Arts and Crafts movement
started as a resistance
against the changes after
the Industrial Revolution,
which led to the cheap and
ugly mass-production of the
Victorian age.
The industrial age started
of in England in the 18th
century like the protest
against it. According to
William Morris
the industrialisation and
mechanisation damaged the
world of simplicity, beauty
and craft and needed to be
restored.
William Morris and John
Ruskin wanted to restore
this industrial world. They
said, true art needs to be
useful and pretty
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and needs to come from a synthesis of
art and craft in duty of the society.
From the Renaissance on the proces
started where
art and society split up, with as a
result sad people in an ugly world.
Because of this care for the society
this movement
did not only strive for beautifull
products that where usefull because of
their prettyness, but also for social
justice, improvement
of workerhousing and pensions.

makerscultuur
The maker culture is a contemporary
culture or subculture representing
a technology-based extension of
DIY culture[citation needed] that
intersects with hacker culture which
is less concerned with physical
objects (opposed to software) and the
creation of new devices (opposed to
tinkering with existing ones). Typical
interests enjoyed by the maker culture
include engineering-oriented pursuits
such as electronics, robotics, 3-D
printing, and the use of CNC tools,
as well as more traditional activities
such as metalworking, woodworking,
and, mainly, its predecessor, the
traditional arts and crafts. The
subculture stresses a cut-andpaste approach to standardized
hobbyist technologies, and encourages
cookbook re-use of designs published
on websites and maker-oriented
publications.[1] There is a strong
focus on using and learning practical

phenomena
idustriële revolutie
Onder industriële revolutie wordt de
omschakeling van handmatig naar machinaal
vervaardigde goederen verstaan.
De industriële revolutie begon rond 1750 in
Engeland. Ze vervolgde begin 19de eeuw in de
rest van Europa. Ambachtelijke en kleinschalige
werkplaatsen groeiden uit tot grote fabrieken
en vormden samen een grootschalige industrie.
Door die groei daalde de prijs van de producten
enorm waardoor steeds meer mensen zich
deze konden veroorloven. Deze ommekeer is
onomkeerbaar gebleken, eerst in Europa en
later in de rest van de wereld: hij betekende
een breuk met vroegere tijden en werd een
gestage revolutie. Het betrof een relatief
snelle uitvinding, ontwikkeling en toepassing
van nieuwe technieken.
-wat veranderde/gebeurde er in de samenleving
-weerstand tegen industralisatie
-nieuwe arbeidersklasse
massaproductie vs slow fashion
wetenschap
paradox van slow fashion
paradox van arts and crafts movement >
alleen beschikbaar voor elite
Paradox
De arts-and-craftsbeweging heeft veel voor
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elkaar gekregen en heel veel invloed gehad in
de westerse cultuur. Het uiteindelijke doel, om
kunst en handwerk met elkaar te verbinden,
werd door volgende generaties vertaald in
het verbinden van kunst en industrie. Deze
ontwikkeling is waarschijnlijk wel te verklaren
als liggend in het verlengde van de idealen
van Morris en Ruskin. Maar moeilijker is het
volgende te verklaren: ondanks het feit dat de
beweging de werkende klasse wilde verheffen
door goed ontworpen gebruiksvoorwerpen
(meubels, behang, tapijten, boeken, bestek,
etc.), bleven deze producten door hun prijs
verre buiten het bereik van de arbeidersklasse.
Het is in dit opzicht een elitaire beweging
gebleven.
dus we kunnen wel zeggen dat de industriele
revolutie een enorme inpact heeft gehad op
de persoonlijke waarde van het maakproces.
Het maakproces kreeg steeds minder waarde
naarmate de industrie vorderde.
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Wat vinden wij waardevol
-modegevoelig
-tijdlijn
democratisering van individuele waarde
changed values timeline fashion
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What makes us happy?
- recent study of happiness- making is connecting
-david gauntlett
Value of Friendly social connections
important social sience, economics, or social
policy.
Recent study of happines, which suggest that
individuals are more satisfied when they are part
of social networks.
When people are asked about what would increase
our happiness, we typically think that ‘more
money’must be at least part of the answer.
Indeed, richer people tend to think that they need
more additional income than poorer people do.
However, as happiness researchers have found,
people are very bad at predicting what wil
actually make them happy -beyond the instandhit burst of excitement that they can imagine
when various possible treats are suggested to
them. The starting-point for much contemporary
happiness research is the observation that
almost everybody thinks that they would be
happier if they had more money, but that studies
demonstrate that this is simply not the case –
with the exception of the very poor. In general,
when people get more money, they soon get used
to it, and return to much the same level of (dis)
satisfaction that they were at before.
If an individual became rich, they would only be
happier if their position was reasonably unique;
if everyone became much better-of, they wouldn’t
all become much happier.
Richard layard, well-known as an economist and
now one of the leading authorities on happiness,
has drawn upon numerous studies and datasets
to produce what he calls the ‘Big Seven factors
affecting happiness’.
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These are:
-family relationships
-financial situation
-work
-community and friends
-health
-personal freedom
-personal values
Layard explains that the first five of these
are listed in order of importance, with
personal freedom and personal values being
additional crucial factors. He observes that
except for health and income, these seven
factors ‘are all concerned with the quality
of our relationships’ Happiness therefore
has a lot to do with the social bonds and
connectedness.
Looking at Layard’s ‘Big Seven’, we might
think that all we need to do to attain a
super level of happiness would be to align a
reasonable number of these factors around
ourselves and simply wait for the happiness
to flow in. If we move to an especially
democratic canton in Switzerland, get
married, turn up regulary at work and
church, invite some friends round, and get
some decent medical and financial advice,
we should be able to score 100 per cent
happiness.
However, although all of these things might
help to support our efforts, happiness does
not follow from passive participation.
Similarly, the idea that you can be happier
if you merely lower your expectations,
doesn’t really work. People need something
to strive towards. Richard Layard puts it
very nicely: ‘Prod any happy person and
you will find a project’. As Tibor Scitovsky
argued in his 1976 book, The Joyless Economy,
individuals in modern societies tend to
have reasonable amounts of money and free
time, but tis is no good if they are simply
bored. Traditional economics has tended to
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be blind to such issues, since it would assume
that gains in money and leisure are inherently
positive. However, happiness researchers such as
Sonja Lyubomirsky and her colleagues Kennon
M. Sheldon and David Schkade are able to point
to a number of studies which demonstrate that
goal-oriented activities are a mojor contributor
to happiness. Indeed, comparative studies have
shown that the intentionality of choosing to do
a particular activity adds considerably to the
pleasure, when compared to pleasant changes
in circumstance which have merely happened.
And, unlike most things that give a boost to
happiness- even marriage – the pleasure of
working on projects does not fade over time. You
could say that this statistic is a little unfair,
as people can readily create new and stimulating
projects for themselves, wheareas exciting
new marriages, or delightful new homes, say,
cannot be generated easily, and come with costs.
But such is the nature of projects: relatively
easy to create, and a source of pleasure, even
when you haven’t really done much about them.
Happiness, then, is about family, community, and
wellbeing. It cannot be determined by a certain
level of material comfort. Instead, it stems
from having meaningful connections with others,
and meaningful things to do. These projects are
especially valuable if they are not contained
at the individual level but involve some form of
sharing, cooperation, or contribution to other
people’s well-being. As Richard Layard sas at the
beginning of the conclusion to his Happiness book:
A society connot flourish without some sense
of shared purpose. The current pursuit of selfrealisation will not work. If your sole duty is
to achieve the best for yourself, life becomes
just too stressful, too lonely – you are set up
to fail. Instead, you need to feel you exist for
something larger, and that very thought takes
off some of the pressure.
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Web 2.0
De ontwikkeling van internet tot een interactief medium
waarbij ook doorsneegebruikers informatie kunnen
uploaden en niet enkel downloaden
-iedereen is een designer/auteur/productonwikkelaar etc.
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True cost 1:25
Martin Luther King jr. zei bij een speech in ‘n
kerk in Brooklyn dat Amerika behoefte had aan
een revolutie van waarden. Het moest stoppen
mensen te behandelen als dingen. Het moest
stoppen mensen te behandelen op manieren die
alleen draaiden om winst. In plaats daarom
moesten mensen een echte menselijke manier
behandeld worden.

conclusion
Fashion is not only from the Elite, its from everyone!

Everyone is a designer.

We all know that our world is already on its way to become a living hell. Consumer

consuming and capitalism is taking over the world. We are all hypocrits in this sy
does that mean we cannot do anything right anymore?!

“Human beings are by nature actors, who cannot become something until first they h

pretended to be it. They are therefore not to be divided into the hypocritical and

sincere, but into the sane, who know they are acting, and the mad who do not.”W.H.

I believe that every little step is better than none. And who knows what butterfl
that will cause. I believe with my position as a designer i can make people aware
we live in.

In all this misery there is hope and that is accactly the recepie for a better wor

it’s only our own little world. We lost grip on our own lifes, its just not that i

anymore compared to everything that you see happening around you. But with our own
should start make the world a better place.
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like metamodernism

the website:

EVERYONE IS A DESIGNER
The idea
I am a student at the fashion department of the Gerrit Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam. As part
of my thesis and final collection I am interested in what effect on the personal value of a product it
will have if the consumer is given partial control over the finished piece. The idea is that everyone
with an internet connection can have a say in my final collection. Anyone around the world can
put a colered dot in the field. My goal is to use the pattern that emerges as a base and code for my
collection. So everybody can say they have participated in my collection, and there is a piece of
everyone in the collection. Ideally, this will make the end-product one with personal value for a lot
of different people, and therefore a piece of clothing not thrown away easily.
Why the Internet
The Internet connects us, but also creates a good platform for cooperation and new possibilities.
The final product
The whole project is about collaboration and bringing people together in different ways, so a lot of
stories will be part of the collection.
The next step in this collaborative project is to take the digitally (and collectively) created design
and put it together by hand. Using material techniques such as crocheting, knitting, etc. The design
will be experimented and played with by a number of different contributors to create the final
collection.
In this way i try to explor the interplay not only between individually and collectively designed
clothing, but also between computerized and manual production.
NAOMI HILLE
Email: hillenaomi@gmail.com
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